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Abstract—Electromagnetic damper has been given special attention by many researchers and thus is among the important research 

areas in vibration system. This paper examines electromagnetic damper effect through simulation and experimental study. A vibration 

test rig incorporating a simple electromagnetic damper is designed and tested to examine the impact of electromagnetic force.The 

vibration system test rig can be operated as free vibration as well as a forced vibration system. In the simulation phase, the MATLAB 

model of the electromagnetic damper system is developed, considering its dynamic behavior. This simulation allows for the evaluation 

of the damper's effectiveness in reducing vibration amplitudes and settling times. Subsequently, an experimental setup is constructed 

to validate the simulation results. One of the key findings of this research is the comparison of different materials used as the outer 

cylinder of the electromagnetic damper system. The results indicate that aluminum exhibits a superior damping coefficient value of 2.8 

kgs-1 compared to Nylon, which has a damping coefficient of 1.9 kgs-1. This observation highlights the significant impact of the damper's 

material choice on the vibration system's amplitude and settling time. The implementation of aluminum as the outer cylinder results in 

reduced amplitudes and quicker settling times in the vibration system. The combination of simulation and experimental studies 

enhances the understanding of the electromagnetic force's influence and validates the findings. The comparison of different materials 

for the damper's outer cylinder underscores the importance of material selection in achieving optimal damping coefficients and 

improved vibration system performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Problems and issues in vibration, such as fatigue, fracture, 
and energy loss, are the subject matters to be addressed by an 

engineer in this area. Engineers are combatting those issues 

by keeping on improving the vibration-damping response by 

adjusting the isolation system. The undesirable vibration will 

cause damage or fracture to a system. For example, the 

excessive vibration presented in the car will induce harmful 

wear on the car’s components [1]. Traditionally, in a vehicle's 

suspension system, damper and spring is the main element 

being investigated to obtain the best performance of a car in 

terms of ride and handling as well as to withstand the car's 

weight. 

Vibration and suspension are two elements that are very 
common in suspension systems. Suspension can be 

categorized into passive, semi-active, and active systems. 

Each type of system has its own pros and contra. However, 

most researchers are looking into a semi-active system since 

the passive system can be tuned only during manufacturing 

while the active system is complex and costly.  

Suspension systems can be classified as passive, active, or 

semi-active based on the level of controllability[2]. All of 
them utilize the spring and damper units. Most of the 

suspension systems proposed and implemented in vehicle 

suspension systems are based on hydraulic or pneumatic 

devices [3]. Classification of suspension systems is based on 

their capability to take in, contribute to, or remove energy. 

The conventional passive suspension has an absorber as a 

damper and a spring to communicate with sprung mass and 

unsprung mass [2], [4]. The response of this system depends 

on the damping and spring constant value that has been fixed 

during the setup [5].  
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A suspension system consists of a spring, damper, and 

structural components carrying (links) the sprung mass (car 

chassis). The spring stores energy, the shock absorber 

dissipates energy proportional to its damping coefficient, and 

the links restrict the suspension system and limit motion[6]. 

A suspension system is used as part of a vehicle system 

because it has several tasks to perform during the vehicle's 

movement. Generally, conflicting demand requirements for a 

suspension system are to provide a comfortable ride, isolate 

the vehicle body from road irregularities, enhance the ride 
handling by producing a continuous road-wheel contact, and 

support the vehicle weight [6]. Good handling requires a 

suspension setting that is neither stiff nor soft. A soft 

suspension is required for a comfortable ride, but it must be 

responsive to changes in applied loads. The classic passive 

suspension consists of a constant coefficient spring and 

damper. Due to these opposing requirements, the suspension 

design should achieve a balance between the two, as seen in 

Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1  Vehicle handling and ride comfort in passive suspension[7] 

 
Most of the suspension systems that are proposed and 

implemented in vehicle suspension systems are based on 

hydraulic or pneumatic devices [3], [8] which have several 

drawbacks such as hose leaks and ruptures. It is also 

inefficient due to the required continuously pressurized 

system [9]. 

Thus an alternative way to avoid all the issues pertinent to 

hydraulic usage is to study the electromagnetic damping 

which is an oil-free, no mechanical contact, high reliability, 

and stability that is applicable in various vibration isolation 

systems such as precision machinery, micro-mechanical 

suspension systems, and structure vibration isolation [10]–

[12].  
In Abdo et al. [12], a model is developed for a proposed 

eddy current damper using finite element analysis. In this 

research, the proposed eddy current damper being added to 

the traditional damper and the effectiveness of the damper 

being investigated through the quarter car MATLAB 

simulation by comparing the with and without eddy current 

damper result.  

The effect of electromagnetic can be divided into two 

phases. The first one is due to the eddy current induced in the 

system by considering Faraday’s Law theory. The other effect 

that can be tested under this concept is by creating a solenoid 
such that it will interact with the permanent magnet.  

An eddy current is caused when a moving conductor 

intersects a stationary magnetic field or vice versa. The 

relative motion between the conductor and magnetic field 

generates the eddy current circulation within the conductor. 

The flow of electrons in the conductor immediately creates an 

opposing magnetic field, generating Lorentz forces, which 

dampen the magnet motion and produce heat inside the 

conductor [13], [14]. These circulating eddy currents induce 

their magnetic field, causing a resistive force [15]. Even 

though eddy current can be used as a damper, some issues still 

need to be addressed, such as magnetic contamination and 

heat generation [14]. It also increased the volume of the 

suspension since the force density of the active part of 

hydraulics is higher than for electromagnetic actuation, and 
also higher system cost due to the expensive cost of the 

permanent magnet [16]. Thus, this phenomenon needs to be 

investigated to determine whether it can benefit or harm any 

dedicated system. In this research, the effect of different 

material to be used as electromagnetic dampers would be 

investigated experimentally using a one-degree-of-freedom 

vibration test rig.  

A. General Concept of Electromagnetic Damper 

Various research and development were related to 

electromagnetic damping [1], [3], [11], [17], [18]. Eddy 

currents are one case of electromagnetic induction. Eddy 

current damper has the advantage of contactless damping that 

does not require physical contact to produce a damping force 

that can prolong the damper's life. It will not have a problem 

with fluid leakage nor be affected by the rise in temperature. 

The magnetic flux between the magnet and the conductor 

inside an eddy current damper can be used to generate 

power[19]. 

Sodano et al. [20] studied the application of an eddy current 

damper (ECD) in controlling the vibrations of a small 
cantilever beam. While some other studies [12], [14], [16], 

[21]–[30] revealed the application of eddy current dampers as 

vibration control systems in vehicles and structures. Gysen et 

al. [16] studied the availability of linear motors in active EMS. 

In their paper, a tubular permanent magnet actuator (TPMA) 

has been deployed in an experimental one-degree of freedom 

(1 DOF) quarter-car setup, as shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2  Quarter car test setup and its schematic diagram[16] 

 

The thrust force can be generated actively by supplying the 

external voltage inside the armature winding. The active 

armature then interacts with a permanent magnet translator, 

thus causing linear movement. Asadi et al.[31] has developed 
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a prototype of an adaptive and regenerative damper which 

was categorized as a hybrid electromagnetic damper is 

proposed. The hybrid damper is configured to operate with 

viscous and electromagnetic subsystems. The 

electromagnetic component was modeled and analyzed using 

analytical (lumped equivalent magnetic circuit) and Finite 

element method (FEM) software, namely COMSOL, and 

investigated experimentally. The simulation and experiment 

results show that the damper can produce damping viscous 

coefficients of 1300 Nsm-1 and 0–238Nsm−1 for the 
electromagnetic damping. 

A mechanism such as a ball screw and nut are needed to 

convert the linear movement into rotational movement. 

Montazeri et al. [32] investigate the feasibility of an 

electromagnetic damper (EMD) in providing adequate 

damping for vibration isolation while generating energy from 

relative motion between sprung and unsprung masses. The 

electromagnetic damper (EMD), which is composed of a 

permanent-magnet DC motor, a ball screw, and a nut, is 

considered to be analyzed as a passive damper in a quarter-

car model. It has been shown through simulation that the 
designed passive EMD maintains the desired performance 

while external excitation from road excitation can be 

regenerated and transformed into electric energy. 

A one-degree of freedom (1 DOF) vibration isolation 

system test rig has been developed to test an eddy current 

damper [33]. The eddy current damper is being developed by 

considering the permanent magnet design configuration. An 

analytical model of the induced eddy current force is derived 

by applying electromagnetic equations. The prototype of the 

system has been developed and tested, showing an 

improvement tenfold in the damping characteristics of a 
1DOF isolation system. 

In Fow and Duke [34], a passive linear electromagnetic 

damper created using a permanent magnet and coil system is 

developed and validated on a small scale. It is then being 

tested in a one-degree-of-freedom system test rig as shown in 

Fig. 3 below. 

 

 
Fig. 3  A small test rig was constructed for initial validation of the damper 

model [34] 

 

The magnet was modeled numerically as an air-cored 

solenoid, and the flux generated by the magnet is determined 

over the range of displacement for the masses. It was recorded 

as a lookup table for use in the dynamic model. The dynamic 

model was further scaled up as a two-degree of freedom 

system to determine the damping for a quarter car model. The 

proposed damper could produce  a damping coefficient of 

1,600 Ns/m but unfortunately, it required more than three 

times the volume of the equivalent hydraulic dampers[34] 

In Hyniova [27], an electromagnetic linear motor  was used 
as an actuator in active suspension systems. A control 

algorithm using H∞ controller was used in conjunction with 

the designed linear motor model such that the required electric 

power necessary to be supplied or consumed when the 

velocity and force of the motor are constant.  

An analytical model of nonlaminated axisymmetric 

cylindrical electromagnetic suspension system has been 

developed by considering six elements in the rotor, coil and 

flotor design [35]. The model obtained is a fractional-order 

system as a fractional-order power of variable s appears in the 

denominator of the output (position of the flotor) over input 
(perturbation current) of the transfer function. 

A rack– pinion-based electromagnetic damper regenerative 

was developed and tested experimentally[36]. The dynamic 

modelling of the system was done by considering an electric 

motor as a generator such that a steady power of voltage can 

be captured. The research was further prolonged by having a 

prototype in the experimental work. The experiment results 

indicate that the generated voltage has a peak power of 67.5 

W and an average power of 19.2W. This experiment was done 

when the vehicle traveled 48 km/h (30 mi/h) on a smooth 

campus road.  
The basic idea of this research is to create a magnetic flux 

interaction between the permanent magnet and hollow 

cylinder, which surrounds the permanent magnet movement. 

The permanent magnet moves vertically through the 

electromagnetic damper (a coil wound in a hollow cylinder), 

as being shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4  Schematic diagram of the main effect occurs. 

 

Ring-shaped ferrite magnets attached to an aluminum rod 
act and a spring acted as a translator moving through the 

hollow cylinder, which wounded with copper coil. Thus, an 

Copper coil 

magnet 

Hollow Cylinder 
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electromagnetic induction will be inducted into the wounded 

cylinder due to a changing magnetic field. An Eddy current 

will be induced according to Faraday’s law conductor in 

response to a changing magnetic field [34], [37], [38]. 

According to Michael Faraday’s experiment, a static 

magnetic field does not create current flow. However, a time-

varying magnetic field in a closed loop produces an induced 

voltage or electromotive force. Faraday’s law can be 

summarized as the induced electromotive force, V_emf (in 

unit Volts), in a closed circuit is equal to the rate of change of 
magnetic flux linkage by the circuit[39]. The equation can be 

expressed as follows. 

 ���� � �� �∅
�
 (1) 

where N is the number of turns in the circuit, which 

consider an N-turn filamentary conductor of the closed path 
and ϕ is the magnetic flux (in unit Weber) through each turn. 

The negative sign is based on Lenz’s law which states that an 

induced electromotive force produces current opposed to the 

direction of the change of magnetic flux that induced it. Fig. 

1 shows that the magnets are moving up and down in the coil. 

According to Faraday’s law, the change of magnetic flux will 

induce an electromagnetic force in a closed circuit. Therefore, 

the changing magnetic flux due to the moving magnets 

repeatedly will produce an alternating voltage in the coils.  

From that, magnetic flux, ϕ is defined as the amount of 

magnetic field lines passing through a given closed surface.  

 Φ � ��. �� (2) 

where B is the magnetic magnetic flux density in unit of 

Tesla and dS is the element of the surface [39].Based on the 

Maxwell-Faraday equation, the electromagnetic induction 

can be explained. The Maxwell-Faraday equation states the 

following equation. 

 ∇ � ��⃗ � � ��
�
  (3) 

This means the electric field curl is equal to the partial 

derivative of the magnetic field. If this equation is integrated 
over a plane surface: 

 ���� � ∮ �. �� � �
�
 ��. �� (4) 

The resulting electric field in the contour of the area is 
equal to the changing of magnetic flux responding to time and 

both sides are equal to a voltage. This show that the electric 

current or voltage can be produced when a changing magnetic 

field within a stationary loop or a constant magnetic field with 

a moving loop[39]. 

The force between magnet and electromagnet can be 

considered as follows: 

 � � ��  � � � �  (5) 

where Γ, J and B are the conductor’s volume, induced 
current density and magnetic flux density, respectively. The 

induced current density J in the conductor is calculated as 

follows, assuming a constant magnetic flux density: 

 � � !"�#�$ (6) 

where σ and v are the conductor’s conductivity and the 

relative velocity of the magnetic flux density and the 

conductor, respectively. 

As shown in Equation (6), the induced current density (J) 

depends on three factors, first conductivity of medium (σ), 

second the relative vertical velocity between the stator and the 

conductor (ν), and the flux density (B). Thus, according to the 

Lorentz force law, the relative movement of the magnets and 

the conductor causes the eddy currents to induce in the 

conductor, producing the magnetic flux that opposes the 
external magnetic flux density, resulting in a damping force 

per each pole piece [40]. 

 

B. Damping Ratio ξ Calculation Through Vibration 

Response 

The damping ratio ζ is a dimensionless measure describing 

how oscillations in a system decay after a disturbance. The 

damping ratio is a measure describing how rapidly the 
oscillations decay from one bounce to the next. The damping 

ratio is a system parameter, denoted by ζ (zeta), that can vary 

from undamped (ζ = 0), underdamped (ζ < 1) through 

critically damped (ζ = 1) to overdamped (ζ > 1). In this 

experiment, damping ratio will be determined through 

logarithmic decrement due to the system being underdamped. 

The period of oscillation, T, is the time between two peaks. 

Can be calculated as [11]. 

 T � 
&'
(
)  (7) 

where *) is the time at which the nth peak occurs, as shown 

in Fig. 5, the nth peak occurs at time *).  
 

 
Fig. 5  Displacement versus time in free vibration damped oscillations [11] 

 

The logarithmic decrement can be defined as follows[14]. 
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where x(tn) is a displacement located at the nth peak. From T 

and δ in equation 7 and 8, the damping ratio, ζ can be 

calculated as follows. 
 

224 





                                                              (9) 

C. Damping Coefficient, C 

The system’s damping coefficient measures how quickly it 

returns to rest as the frictional force dissipates its oscillation 

energy. The damping coefficient can be determined by 

applying the values of damping ratio, mass of sprung mass 
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and spring stiffness. From damping ratio, ζ in equation 9, The 

value of damping constant will be affected the value of 

damping ratio ζ according to the equation below. 
 

mk

c

2)4( 2
2





                                       (10) 

 

where, m=mass, k= spring stiffness and c= damping 

coefficient. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

A. Materials 

This paper uses an experimental approach to show the 

effect of different material in the electromagnetic damper. 

First, a vibration test rig has been designed to be regarded as 

a mass spring damper system. The experimental testing is 

being run with two different materials (Aluminum and Nylon) 

of electromagnetic damper. Two types of electromagnetic 

damper from Aluminum and Nylon have been fabricated and 

tested using the test rig. Fig. 6 shows different types of 
material as electromagnetic damper with 900 turns of copper 

wire coil. The copper wire has an insulator around it such that 

it will not create short circuit in the connection. The 

dimensions of those two cylinders are the same, 220mm in 

length, 76mm outer diameter and 66mm inner diameter. 

 

 
Fig. 6  Two different cylindrical materials (Aluminum and Nylon) for 

electromagnetic damper 

 
The result was extracted and analyzed such that the effect 

of different material can be clearly shown from the 

experimental result. The system's parameter has been 

extracted using the logarithmic decrement method. After that, 

a simulation using MATLAB software was done to visualize 

the effect of damping coefficient more clearly.  

B. Experimental Test Rig of Electromagnetic Damper 

The overall test rig system components can be seen in Fig. 

7. Basic components of the system are electromagnetic 

damper, sensor, spring, linear bearing, permanent magnet, 

LMS Data Acquisition System and LMS Test Express 

Software[41]. The spring and linear bearing make the system 

oscillate vertically once it has been excited. A permanent 

magnet has been attached at the end of the shaft. The 

dimensions of the ferrite magnet are 22mm (inner diameter), 

45mm (outer diameter), and 8 mm (thickness of each magnet). 

The vibration response of the system was taken through the 

accelerometer sensor which connected to LMS DAQ and 
LMS Test Express Software[42]. The acquired response was 

acceleration response of a mass spring damper system which 

can be integrated to obtain velocity and displacement 

response of the system. The electromagnetic damper as a 

subject of investigation has been located at the bottom of the 

test rig to interact with the permanent magnet, which 

oscillated as the system being excited. 
 

 
Fig. 7  Overall vibration test rig system 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Several trial runs were done, and the best result was 

captured such that it could be analyzed. Figures 8 and 9 show 

the response obtained from the vibration test rig for a 6cm and 

8cm initial displacement response. The initial displacement 

was arbitrarily chosen from the maximum displacement 
available based on the test rig capabilities. It was chosen such 

that the effect of vibration can be clearly obtained, and the 

effect of the electromagnetic damper can be illustrated 

through the experiment. 

 

 
Fig. 8  Six (6) cm response for nylon (higher amplitude response) and 

aluminum (lower amplitude response 

 

 
Fig. 9  Eight (8) cm response for nylon (higher amplitude response) and 

aluminum (lower amplitude response) 

 

The data has been extracted and analyzed to identify the 

exact value of the peak using MS Excel. Fig. 10 to 13 show 

all the responses. 
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Fig. 10  Nylon 6cm response 

 
Fig. 11  Aluminum 6 cm response 

 

 
Fig. 12  Nylon 8 cm response 

 

 
Fig. 13  Aluminum 8 cm Response 

 

For comparison purposes all the responses have been 

tabulated in Table 1. Aluminum gives the highest value of 

damping ratio and coefficient. This can be interpreted by 

looking at the settling time, damping coefficient and 

amplitude of the vibration response.  

TABLE I 

VIBRATION RESPONSE DUE TO DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND AMPLITUDES (CM) 

Material Aluminum Nylon 

Initial Amplitude 

(cm) 
6 cm 8 cm 6 cm 8 cm 

Material Aluminum Nylon 

Logarithmic 

decrement, δ  
0.87 0.67 0.59 0.33 

Damping ratio, ζ  0.137 0.106 0.093 0.052 

Damping 

coefficient, c (kgs-1) 
2.8 2.17 1.9 1.05 

Time taken to 

achieve steady state, 

ts (s) 

1.85 1.87 2.07 2.54 

A. MATLAB Simulation of the Vibration Test Rig System 

The vibration test rig system with the electromagnetic 

damper has been considered as a mass spring damper system 

as shown in Fig. 14. 
 

 
Fig. 14  Diagram of mass spring damper system being excited by a force. 

 

The equation of motion derived based on Fig. 13 can be 

written as follows. 

)(
1

kxxcF
m

x  &&&                                                   (11) 

The second order ordinary differential equation can be 

represented in state space form of #+ � ,# -  �.  by 

considering the displacement x(t) and velocity �"*$+   as the 

state vector and F(t) as and input vector such that #/"*$ �
#"*$, #0"*$  � #"*$ and . "*$ � �"*$. 

   Rearrange the equation into a matrix form such that: 
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This equation can be represented as a state space equation 

as below. 
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The effect of damping and spring constant has been plotted 

in MATLAB software as in Fig. 15. The value of damping 

constant will be affected by the damping ratio ζ value 

according to the equation 10 previously. As can be seen in Fig. 

15, the damping ratio ζ which is directly related to the 

damping coefficient, c plays an important factor for the 

vibration response. For instance, the lower value of c (500 
Ns/m) will produce an underdamped oscillation response. The 

amplitude of the vibration decays over time. In contrast, the 

bigger value of c (4500 Ns/m) will produce a response that 

will decay more quickly than the underdamped response. The 

larger damping leads to quicker energy dissipation and 

prevents the system from vibrating. 
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Fig. 15  Displacement response for one degree of freedom (DOF) system 

B. Damping Coefficient, C of the System 

The experimental results clearly show that the damping 

coefficient value affects the vibration response. It can be 

traced from the damping coefficient, C of the system, and the 

settling time of the response. Settling time for some aluminum 

from a 6 cm response was only 1.85 seconds. In contrast, for 

a Nylon electromagnetic damper, the time was slightly longer, 

around 2.07 to 2.54 seconds. This is in line with the simulation 
obtained for the one degree of freedom system using 

MATLAB which indicated that the vibration response is 

affected by the damping coefficient, c value. 

Another point that can be pointed out is that the damping 

coefficient, c, exists in the actual electromagnetic damper 

system. This can be traced out by looking at the response 

obtained as in Fig. 8 and 9. Thus the assumption deployed for 

the MATLAB simulation as in Fig. 14 makes sense. The 

damping coefficient, C, has been varied such that the 

vibration response can be controlled. If this result is being 

used for a suspension system, the displacement amplitude of 

the sprung mass can be controlled. A lower amplitude will 
give less disturbance to the passenger of the car. The 

passenger will not feel the bouncing effect due to the road 

input. Thus, the car will become more stable during the 

movement of the car. Passengers will become more 

comfortable while cruising with the car. 

From the experimental result, material of the 

electromagnetic damper should be considered to generate 

higher magnetic flux value. This effect can be related to the 

material's permeability, which allows the magnetic lines of 

force to pass through it. For instance, the permeability value 

for aluminum is 1.256 μH/m while for nylon is less than 1 

[43]. Thus, creating a bigger value of magnetic flux density. 

The magnetic lines will produce the magnetic flux density, B 

as being indicated by the equation [39]. 

nIB o                                                                   (15) 

L

N
n                                                                         (16) 

where 12 � 44 � 10'7  Tesla, T is the constant magnetic of 

permeability of magnet in free space I = the current in ampere, 

A, N = the number of turns of coil and  L = the length of 

solenoid. 

The novelty of this research was indicated by relating the 

vibration system response (mass, spring damper system) with 

the electromagnetic damping coefficient C, effect. The 
vibration response of the system (displacement response) is 

being analyzed through the logarithmic decrement method 

such that it can be related to the damping coefficient c, of the 

system. 

From vibration system point of view, the damping 

coefficient, c of a mass spring damper system can be obtained 

from a general equation of, F=cv where             8 �
24: ;<�=>?

@ A�∅
�
B /

C . This is the general equation which related 

the force of the damping with the damping coefficient (c) and 
velocity (v). This  expression is taken  from the effect of 

permanent magnet moving vertically towards a coil of wire as 

discussed by Saslow’s [30]. Fig. 16 shows the schematic 

diagram of the phenomenon. In this diagram, a permanent 

magnet moves vertically at a certain velocity towards a col of 

wire such that an induced current is induced into the coil. 
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Fig. 16  Schematic diagram for magnetic force 

 

Thus, the result obtained in Table I indicated that the 

magnetic flux density (B) in the system will affect the 

damping coefficient, C value. It has been shown that, by 
considering some aluminum as the cylindrical material in 

electromagnetic damper the damping coefficient c of the 

system can be increased. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper has demonstrated the effect of different 

materials that can be used in electromagnetic damper 

fabrication; materials such as nylon and aluminum have been 
investigated in this research. It has been shown that aluminum 

can generate a bigger damping coefficient value than nylon. 

The damping coefficient of aluminum (2.8 kgs-1) is better than 

Nylon (1.9 kgs-1) because the permeability value of aluminum 

is greater than Nylon. Thus, the interaction between the 

permanent magnet and the aluminum cylinder created a 

bigger damping force. The output from the experimental part 

has been extracted and analyzed through the logarithmic 

decrement equation. The result from MATLAB simulation 

has been verified such that the effect of damping coefficient 

can be shown from a vibration system's mass spring damper 

response.  
It can be concluded that this magnetic damper can absorb 

the vibration by using an electromagnetic force and a strong 

permanent magnet. The response time for the system to damp 

out will be affected by the type of material used in the system. 

This effect can be verified by calculating the damping value 

in the logarithm decrement equation. 
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